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Fifth grade is a year of tremendous academic and social growth. Students develop core              
academic skills while gaining experience and confidence in independent thinking. Students           
are asked to become increasingly responsible for their learning and are encouraged to             
develop and explore new areas of skill and interest.  
 
Fifth grade is also a year of emotional and physical maturation as well as social and                
intellectual development. Students begin to evaluate social dynamics and advocate their           
needs more independently as means for developing a budding sense of empowerment. They             
experience a greater sense of personal responsibility and accountability and invest in the             
process of exploring interests and opportunities. The physical energy inherent in the fifth             
grade child is recognized, accepted, and channeled through hands-on learning, exploring           
and interacting with the natural world, and engaging in individual and group recreational             
pursuits. A conscious partnership between home and school is the foundation of each child's              
positive experience. 
 
ENGLISH  
The English curriculum for Fifth Grade rests on a foundation of extensive reading and              
intensive writing. Through reading, writing, and associated projects, students develop a           
broad array of skills. Class literature selections are often aligned with the social studies or               
science curriculum when at all possible and selections are chosen based on our Global              
Education Theme. Book projects, written reading responses, creative writing, and poetry           
assignments promote the development of detailed and focused writing. Literature          
selections for fifth grade explore human relationships as we recognize literary elements            
such as plot, setting, and figurative language in context. In addition to novel studies, fifth               
grade students will read short fiction, poetry, and related non-fiction. Students will also             
read selections from the Dorothy Canfield Fisher Award list throughout the year, a program              
sponsored by the Vermont Library Association. Students will be encouraged to read as             
many titles on the list as they can, review the books they read, and vote on their favorite                  
book along with other students across the state. 
 
Fifth graders practice the writing process, which reinforces the steps of brainstorming,            
drafting, revising, conferencing, and editing. Students use journals for brainstorming          
writing topics, reflecting on literature themes, and writing about their personal thoughts            
and experiences. We use the writing and revision process to develop grammar skills, with              
additional exercises for regular practice. In developing student writing portfolios, students           
become familiar with the writing process including. Fifth graders are encouraged to type             
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final written work and expected to practice neat penmanship. Students learn to recognize             
and use new vocabulary words in context as they relate to the reading. The study of                
analogies and root words help students further their understanding of word meanings and             
relationships. 
 
MATH 
The goal of the fifth grade math program is to strengthen students’ understanding of basic               
math operations and introduce the concepts necessary for a strong foundation in higher             
math. Students have daily opportunities to practice articulating their thinking through both            
writing and discussion. With the Common Core Curriculum Standards as a guide, we use the               
Everyday Mathematics program as a framework for the math curriculum. This curriculum            
reinforces skills through class activities and individual work. Fifth graders review basic            
facts and operations while working to develop an understanding of estimation, place value,             
fractions, percents, probability, decimals, measurement, graphs, and geometry. We also use           
a variety of manipulatives throughout the year to develop and strengthen skills.  
 
In addition, we also focus on the development of mental math skills and relating math to our                 
everyday world, so that students can see and understand its value. Student comprehension             
is assessed through formative informal observation, review of constructed responses,          
quizzes, and periodic tests. 
 
SCIENCE/SOCIAL STUDIES (TOPIC STUDY) 
The focus of the fourth/fifth grade science and social studies program is to foster a passion                
for investigation and discovery, whatever the topic. Students will strengthen their skills            
through hands-on activities, experiments, and routine current event exploration.  
 
In the coming year we will further study life science through a Citizen Science project               
around the topic of songbirds and their migration. We catalog birds, provide a feeding site,               
and change/modify our campus to further entice birds to stop here along their journeys. We               
also investigate the physical science of petrology and mineralogy, learning to identify local             
Vermont varieties. 
 
Through our social studies curriculum, we will focus on our GET (Global Education Theme)              
of refugees, specifically focusing on where the refugees of Vermont originated from.            
Through this study, students will gain a better understanding of world geography, because             
many refugees hail from Africa, Europe, and Asia, primarily. 
 
STUDY SKILLS 
Strong study skills and time management skills are fostered in class and practiced             
throughout the year. Students are expected to complete neat and thorough work for             
evaluation, during class and out of class. A great emphasis will be placed on producing               
“quality work” at all times. Through independent research and the use of the students’              
“WunderKammer” or Curiosity Cabinet, students will be expected to choose meaningful and            
interesting topics that they can research and present in a meaningful way. 
 
Students can expect to have 20 minutes of independent reading daily, as well as a weekly                
Reader’s Notebook assignment. Classwork not completed at school may be sent as            
homework and is intended to be purposeful and not punitive. Students will be given              
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assignments as reinforcement and should not be given work that is “new” to them. For               
larger assignments, students can expect multiple days to complete tasks to ensure            
satisfactory effort and completion, as well as to begin honing individual time management             
strategies.  
 
SOCIAL CURRICULUM 
Fifth graders are continually engaged in games and group and individual challenges that are              
designed to promote positive social dynamics. The social curriculum at TGS is designed to              
complement the academic curriculum and help maintain a healthy social and learning            
environment. We define a healthy school community as a place where people have a sense               
of belonging, where adults and students extend and receive respect in their relationships             
with each other, and where people feel both a sense of support and personal challenge to                
help them learn and grow as human beings.  
 
Throughout the year students will engage in conversations that are designed to proactively             
develop their social and emotional skills, including recognizing and managing emotions,           
empathy, positive relationships, and problem solving. We will also be working closely with a              
local organization to refine our work of Restorative Practices. 
 
ART 
The fourth/fifth grade combined art curriculum builds on earlier years and is a time to learn                
techniques and skills to render fine detail and more complex color relationships. Students             
practice showing space in their work and begin using the foreground, middle ground, and              
background as well as 2-D and 3-D as terms to describe art. Students also work with the                 
concepts of value and complex symmetry. A few artists that we study are Eva Hesse, Wayne                
Thiebaud, and Andrew Goldsworthy. Detailed drawings of hands and feet in the style of              
Leonardo da Vinci, negative space clay vases, and “perspective city” drawings are part of the               
fourth/fifth grade art curriculum. Other projects may include Op Art by Victor Vasarely,             
horse sculptures in the style of Deborah Butterfield, and vases painted in the subtle style of                
Giorgio Morandi.  
 
MUSIC 
The goals of the middle elementary music program are to broaden students' appreciation             
for music, sing with accuracy, learn to hold a vocal part, read music, and play an instrument                 
in an ensemble setting. We continue to build on movement skills learned in earlier years               
through physical warm-ups, improvisation, and theater games.  
 
Fifth graders have one weekly session of 4/5/6 Chorus and one session of Studio, with               
instrumental offerings and ensemble groups designed according to the interests of the            
individual students. Instruments taught include: guitar, ukulele, piano/keyboard,        
percussion, and vocals. In addition, students use laptops to compose online through our             
membership in Music-COMP. They develop their knowledge of melodic construction,          
rhythm, key signatures, chords and chord progressions, and musical forms, including A-B            
(verse/chorus) and theme and variations, and practice their computer skills. 
 
SPANISH 
Spanish language learning builds upon and revisits vocabulary and lessons from the earlier             
elementary years. We begin the year by exploring why it is important to study Spanish.               
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From there, we dive into an array of Spanish topics such as the alphabet, greetings,               
pronouns, verb conjugations, a variety of vocabulary, seasons, weather, and an extensive            
study of Spanish-speaking countries. We use CI (circling), an interactive technique that            
promotes comprehension through strategic use of contextualized repetition. Applying this          
methodology, students learn to expand meaningful sets of high-frequency vocabulary as           
they develop a working knowledge of basic grammar and conversation. This style of             
teaching helps build confidence while allowing students to start enjoying the use of the              
language. Towards the middle of the semester, the students are ready to read a TPRS (Total                
Physical Response through Storytelling) level one novel. We consistently incorporate          
poems, music, and perform a variety of skits. During the year, students create their own               
beautiful books that illustrate their active learning. Students also have the opportunity to             
partake in many outdoor activities like, la caza del tesoro, weather-walks, games like Simon              
dice and an outdoor campfire lunch hosted by the upper grades. One of our favorite               
activities is Dia de los Muertos celebration and crafts. We will also invite Spanish-speaking              
people into our classrooms both literally and virtually through Skype. At the end of the year,                
students are comfortable with basic skills in speaking, writing, reading, and listening.  
 
LIBRARY 
Fifth graders choose library materials from a variety of sources to support class work and               
reading for pleasure. Our hope is to also use the Putney Public Library as a resource this                 
year. 
 
TECHNOLOGY 
Basic computer skills and an introduction to music technology are important components of             
the fifth grade technology program. Students work in groups, individually, and with several             
faculty members throughout the year in different learning situations. Technology is           
integrated in physical science projects, writing, and music composition.  
 
Using the Internet for research begins with guided practice. Students are able to use a               
variety of programs including Google Drive and the Internet. We will also be using Google               
Classroom for assignments and students can access this at home or at school. Students are               
expected to use technology safely and responsibly. Other technology and tools will be             
introduced as it fits within the curriculum.  
 
PHYSICAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (PSD) 
The PSD program in the fifth grade combines games and drills to help develop an enjoyment                
of sports and a variety of physical activities. We work to improve each individual’s muscular               
and cardiovascular strength and endurance by participating in soccer, cross-country skiing,           
basketball and Frisbee. Cooperation, teamwork, and good sportsmanship are encouraged, as           
well as good listening skills and positive efforts towards improvement. PSD is multi-age,             
combining  fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.  
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